## CREATIVE WRITING
### SEQUENCE-BASED MINOR

**Course** | **Title** | **Requirements:** Sequence-based Minor in Creative Writing (7 units)
--- | --- | ---
2 introductory courses:  
ENGLISH 206-0 | Reading & Writing Poetry  
ENGLISH 207-0 | Reading and Writing Fiction  
or ENGLISH 208-0 | Reading & Writing Creative Non-Fiction
1 yearlong theory and practice sequence:  
ENGLISH 393-1 & ENGLISH 393-2 & ENGLISH 393-3 | Theory and Practice of Poetry and Theory and Practice of Poetry and Theory and Practice of Poetry  
or ENGLISH 394-1 & ENGLISH 394-2 & ENGLISH 394-3 | Theory & Practice of Fiction and Theory & Practice of Fiction and Theory & Practice of Fiction  
or ENGLISH 395-1 & ENGLISH 395-2 & ENGLISH 395-3 | Theory and Practice of Creative Nonfiction and Theory and Practice of Creative Nonfiction and Theory and Practice of Creative Nonfiction
2 300-level English-department literature courses:  
1 on works written before 1830  
1 on works written after 1830